ABSTRACT. First of a kind measurements of high-frequency ion temperature microturbulence in fusion-grade plasmas have been made in TFTR. The ion temperature fluctuations and carbon density fluctuations were found to have spectra similar to those of the ion density fluctuations across the plasma radius. The ratio of the relative fluctuation levels, (T /T )/(ñ/n), is 2 ± 0.5 from r/a = 0.59 to r/a = 0.99. The fact that this ratio is greater than unity is consistent with the general expectations of ion temperature gradient driven turbulence theory and suggests that ion drift modes dominate trapped electron modes in the turbulent spectrum. The temperature fluctuation spectra were found to exhibit a narrow transition region between distinctive edge and core turbulent modes, as has been seen with ion density fluctuations. The ratio of the relative fluctuation levels is greater than unity across this transition, which suggests that, despite the different modes present, the underlying instability is driven by the ion temperature gradient.
INTRODUCTION
Minimizing particle and heat transport in plasmas is the key to developing a practical magnetic confinement fusion system. However, transport in tokamak fusion plasmas is not fully understood; it is too large to be attributable to collisional processes (measured losses are 10 to 100 times higher than would be expected from particle collisions alone) [1] and is termed 'anomalous'. In addition, the plasma can undergo rapid bifurcations that dramatically improve global confinement; the L to H mode transition and the enhanced reverse shear mode are two examples [2, 3] . An understanding of the physical mechanisms that drive transport and that contribute to improvements in global confinement is important in enhancing the prospects of magnetically confined fusion, and is proving to be an interesting challenge to basic high temperature plasma science.
Interest in experimental measurements of high frequency ion dynamics in magnetically confined plasmas has grown because of their significance in gross confinement issues, such as the L to H mode transition, in which a rapid change in flow velocity is a Present affiliation: Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA. b Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, USA.
seen as the triggering mechanism into the high confinement regime [4] , and the 'MHD dynamo' of the reversed field pinch (RFP) [5] , which is thought to drive magnetic field reversal.
In addition, the high frequency ion dynamics is important in local transport issues: ion microturbulence fluctuation measurements may be useful in identifying the nature of the instabilities that underlie the observed anomalous transport [6] and would be needed to directly measure the turbulent heat transport.
Measurements from Langmuir probes have demonstrated particle transport driven by fluctuations in the density and poloidal electric field at the plasma edge [7] [8] [9] , and it is often assumed that fluctuations similarly drive transport throughout the plasma [10] [11] [12] . The radial turbulent heat transport equation, assuming no bulk flows,
shows that the transport depends both on the amplitudes of the fluctuations and on their relative phases. In Eq. (1), n, T and v r refer to the density, temperature and radial velocity, respectively, fluctuating quantities are denoted by tildes and angular brackets represent ensemble averages. While fluctuations in density, radial velocity [11] and electron temperature have been measured in tokamaks [13] , ion temperature fluctuations remain an important missing piece in turbulent transport studies.
Ion temperature fluctuation measurements are also important for gaining insight into the underlying instabilities that drive the turbulent loss processes. In the electrostatic drift wave model of anomalous transport (of interest here because of predictions that can be tested experimentally) both ion temperature gradient driven (ITG) modes and trapped electron modes have been posited to drive the turbulence and transport. Ion temperature fluctuations are intrinsically linked to the ITG modes because the instabilities are driven by the ion temperature gradient, and it is expected that large ion temperature fluctuations will be present with these modes [14, 15] .
The ratio of the density and temperature scale lengths,
, determines which of the two modes is dominant. Linear computational studies of instability growth rates have shown that, as η i increases, the dominant instability in the plasma changes smoothly from the electron mode to the ITG mode as a critical η i value (≡ η i-crit ≈ 1-2) is passed [16] . Such linear calculations are illustrated in Fig. 1 [17] , in which various relative fluctuation levels (ñ/n,T /T,B/B) are normalized to an arbitrary saturation coefficient (eφ/T e ) and plotted against η i . These results are shown for nominal supershot plasma conditions in TFTR (shot 35 782) at r/a < 0.5. The scan in η i was performed by changing the local ion temperature and density gradients while keeping the pressure gradient constant. The electron and ion temperatures were held constant, as was η e , the ratio of the electron density and temperature scale lengths. When the ion modes dominate, the ion temperature fluctuations are larger than the density fluctuations by a factor of 1.5 to 2; when η i is below η i-crit , the electron modes are dominant and the ion temperature fluctuations are smaller by roughly the same factor. This 'zeroth order' trend is generally expected to carry over to the fully turbulent non-linear case. The relative temperature fluctuation measurements could thus be used to infer the dominant driving modes throughout the plasma.
Motivated by these considerations, an experimental campaign to measure local ion temperature microturbulence was undertaken. This article presents the first such measurements made in a high temperature fusion plasma. Section 2 describes the new diagnostic used to make these localized, high frequency measurements. The critical parameter (T /T )/(ñ/n) was measured in supershot plasmas in order to provide a test of ITG theory, and the ion temperature fluctuations, parallel velocity fluctuations and carbon density fluctuations were characterized across the plasma radius; these results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes with a summary and discussion.
EXPERIMENT
Diagnostics for taking high speed measurements of ion dynamics have primarily evolved to investigate the ion flow velocity and the L to H mode transition; those that measure high frequency ion temperature fluctuations are relatively new. The measurements are usually made with variations of the charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) technique [18] , which measures impurity spectral lineshapes excited by charge exchange to determine steady state ion temperature and flow velocity profiles. Examples include a multichord spectrometer on the COMPASS-C tokamak [19] , which has submillisecond resolution of the chord averaged ion temperature and ion flow velocity; a 'duo-spectrometer' on the Madison Symmetric Torus RFP which has a 250 kHz fluctuation bandwidth to measure chordal temperature and velocity fluctuations [20] ; and a high throughput Fabry-Perot interferometer recently installed on the JIPP TII-U tokamak, which measures the time evolution of the ion temperature and flow velocity with 125 µs time resolution and 3 cm spatial resolution [21, 22] . These diagnostics are well suited to investigating flow velocity changes in L to H mode transitions and in RFP formation, but lack either the spatial resolution or the sensitivity needed for measurements relevant to local turbulent transport. To date, the high frequency ion temperature dynamics of significance to microturbulence has remained unmeasured.
To measure the small, rapid fluctuations in temperature and velocity that are associated with turbulence and transport, the CHERS technique is extended to high spatial resolution and high frequency sampling (f ≤ 300 kHz), which requires high optical throughput for acceptable photon statistics. The new diagnostic is thus referred to as highfrequency CHERS, or HF-CHERS [23] . The spectral line exploited by HF-CHERS is the 529.2 nm C VI transition (n = 8 → 7) commonly used by CHERS. The lineshape is dominated by Doppler broadening, and determination of the plasma temperature and parallel velocity is done by measuring the width and centroid of the spectral line. This spectral line is advantageous because it is from an abundant, intrinsic impurity in TFTR and is free from other interfering spectral lines.
In general, temperature is an equilibrium quantity; here, we take the operational definition of temperature as the RMS width of the distribution function. This definition conforms to the usual definition of temperature for an equilibrium Maxwellian distribution and provides a means of defining the spread of the distribution even if it is not in thermal equilibrium. In addition, this definition, to date, provides the only accessible means of inferring an ion temperature fluctuation from experimental measurements. However, the carbon ion thermalization rate for the experiments presented here is of the order of 3 to 4 kHz. This is much slower than the rate at which temperature measurements are made, indicating that non-thermal effects might be measured. Thus, turbulence may affect the temperature measured by HF-CHERS, both as a change in the width of a true Maxwellian and as a symmetric kinetic distortion of the distribution function. The objective of these first HF-CHERS measurements is to measure any such variations in the distribution, without distinguishing between them.
Radial and poloidal localization of the measurement come from the intersection volume of the neu- tral beam and the line of sight, which is tangential to the flux surface. The viewing geometry for HF-CHERS on TFTR is shared with the existing beam emission spectroscopy (BES) density microturbulence diagnostic, and is shown schematically in Fig. 2 [24] . The net resolution from this viewing geometry is at most 2 cm (∆k ⊥ ≤ 2 cm −1 ), and different radial and poloidal positions are sampled by adjusting the line of sight.
High frequency CHERS uses a four channel interferometric spectrometer to measure the spectral line emissions and is described in some detail in Ref. [23] . The four spectral channels are selected by giving the light from each of the four input fibres (which together make up one point in the plasma) a slightly different angle of incidence through a narrow band interference filter; each fibre then has a slightly different passband selected. The filter used depends on the temperature range of interest; the present system uses a 2.25Å filter for ion temperatures of 1 to 2.6 keV, and a 4.5Å filter for 3.2 to 7.8 keV [25] .
The width and centroid of the profile need to be determined for each time sample in the data to yield the fluctuating temperature and velocity. Using Gaussian curve fits to obtain these quantities, as is done with CHERS [26] , is problematic for HF-CHERS because of the large noise levels (mainly due to the photon counting statistics) in the individual spectral channels. In fact, the instantaneous measurement may deviate substantially from the basic Gaussian such that the standard curve fit injects noise into the results, making it more difficult to recover the input lineshape fluctuations.
The problems of curve fitting are avoided by using the definition of the ion temperature as the mean square width of the velocity distribution function f (v). In a Doppler dominated lineshape, this is equivalent to the mean square width in wavelength space of the intensity distribution, T i ∝ σ recently in fluid-flow velocity fluctuation measurements on the Madison Symmetric Torus [28] .
Assuming the errors in the intensities to be limited by photon counting statistics, the uncertainty in temperature derived from moment analysis is found by propagating the uncertainty in each spectral channel. The relative uncertainty in the measured temperature is then given by 2/N , where N is the total number of photons collected across the lineshape.
In using the moments of the intensity distribution, it is implicitly assumed that the only fluctuations of interest are those that are correlated enough to cause a change in the appropriate moment (i.e. the second moment for temperature fluctuations) and that the lineshape is Gaussian and free from background line emissions. This is shown to be the case for TFTR discharges in Fig. 3 , which shows the spectral lines as measured by the CHERS ion temperature diagnostic; no interfering spectral lines are observed.
The moment analysis procedure may have a reduced fluctuation sensitivity when a finite number of channels with finite spectral width are used. In addition, there may be some pollution between the measured fluctuating moments, where the fluctuations in one moment affect the fluctuation measurements in another. The fundamental requirement for this diagnostic is that the light level in each spectral channel be high enough so that the resultant photon noise overwhelms detector and electronic noise; this forces the use of a small number of relatively wide spectral channels. The immunity of the measurement to decreased sensitivity and spectral pollution between moments is thus less than ideal.
A computer model of the moment analysis of a Gaussian lineshape is therefore used to aid in data analysis and interpretation. In this model, a Gaussian lineshape -which can be given fluctuations in integrated amplitude, centroid and variance -is sampled by a spectral channel array which is similar to that determined from the diagnostic calibration. The channel intensities are then combined via moment analysis to yield the measured fluctuating moments, which are compared with the inputs to yield crosstalk between moments and sensitivity estimates. The pollution between moments is typically found to be small; for the temperature and velocity data presented below, at most 15% of the uncorrected fluctuating moment measurement can be attributed to crosstalk between moments.
The visible bremsstrahlung intensity was found to be negligibly small compared with the charge exchange signal and, in fact, to be unmeasurable in the HF-CHERS narrow band filters; the maximum contribution of the visible bremsstrahlung to the measured fluctuation power density was more than two orders of magnitude below that of the signal. The visible bremsstrahlung in the monitoring channels was also seen to have a flat fluctuation spectrum; the visible background therefore has a negligible effect on the measured signal in terms of both steady state effects and fluctuations.
To evaluate the effect of collisionally excited C VI emissions at 529 nm from the plasma edge which may pollute the signal from the core (and can be bright enough to require removal in CHERS analyses) [26] , the carbon density fluctuation spectra were obtained at the same r/a for two discharges with the same neutral beam injection power: one with the localizing neutral beam used by HF-CHERS and one without it. The fluctuation power density of the low level fluctuations from edge charge exchange light was found to be more than sixty times below that of the standard HF-CHERS spectrum. In addition, the spectrum is flat and featureless, indicating that these fluctuations make an insignificant contribution to the HF-CHERS spectra; this is most likely due to spatial averaging in the large viewing volume at the edge of the plasma.
Cold edge emissions have been shown to affect CHERS measurements in TFTR plasmas [26] , depending on the radius and plasma conditions. To address this effect in the data set of interest here, the ion temperature from CHERS for the plasma discharges that produced the data in the next section was analysed both with and without an edge light correction [29] . It was found that in the radial region of interest the correction is always small, being less than 5% and typically less than 2% for all plasmas used in the radial profile measurements discussed in the next section.
Finally, to verify that the measured HF-CHERS noise levels are consistent with a photon noise limited measurement, measurements were taken at a plasma radius deep enough that the measured signal was dominated by photon noise and no fluctuations were apparent. The autopower spectrum was found to match the fluctuation power density expected from photon statistics. 
where V bulk is the bulk plasma rotation velocity, k is the plasma frame wavenumber of the fluctuations, v φ is the toroidal velocity and k θ is the poloidal wavenumber. It has been assumed that there is no significant radial or poloidal plasma velocity. The observed frequency spectrum S(ω) is therefore related to the poloidal wavenumber spectrum (S(ω) ≈ S(k θ v φ r/qR)), and the measured frequency spectrum and the fluctuation wavenumber spectrum have approximately the same shape; the fluctuations in ion temperature, density and parallel velocity are thus seen in Fig. 4 to have the same wavenumber spectrum as the BES density fluctuations.
The BES and HF-CHERS density fluctuations are seen in Fig. 4 to have similar spectral shapes above 20 kHz. The signal below 20 kHz in the HF-CHERS spectra is attributed to 'common mode' noise, which arises from the imprinting of large, low frequency edge fluctuations on the beam density. Common mode subtraction was not done with the present set of HF-CHERS data, however, owing to the lack of an appropriate reference channel. In general, common mode noise in the temperature fluctuations is almost always concentrated at very low frequencies (≤ 10 kHz, typically), and has been found to be generally weaker than in the sample shown in Fig. 4 . For the purpose of this analysis, it was assumed that the low frequency fluctuations were edge induced, and it suffices to ignore contributions from the common mode frequency range (<10-20 kHz) to minimize any effects of the edge fluctuations on the core measurements.
In addition to having a similar spectral shape, the carbon and plasma ion density fluctuations are seen to have similar amplitudes, suggesting that the microturbulent behaviours of the plasma ions and the impurities are similar. The measured carbon temperature and velocity fluctuations are therefore likely to be similar to the fluctuations of the bulk plasma ions and reflect the confinement of the bulk plasma.
The parallel velocity fluctuations, shown in Fig. 4(c) , are normalized to the carbon ion thermal velocity at the radius of interest. They are typically found to be barely above the noise floor and five to ten times smaller than the temperature fluctuations. The relative temperature fluctuation spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(d) , and is typically found to be two to three times larger than the relative density fluctuations; this is discussed in more detail below.
The coherence and phase between the density and ion temperature fluctuations measured at a single point are shown in Figs 5(a) and (b) , where the density and temperature fluctuation spectra at r/a = 0.88 in a high power discharge (n e0 = 6.5 × 10 19 m −3 , T i0 = 19 keV, P beam = 26 MW, I p = 2.0 MA) are presented. The plasma in this discharge had a different neutral beam configuration from that of Fig. 4 , leading to a slower toroidal rotation that, in turn, concentrated the fluctuation power into a narrower bandwidth. The coherence between these quantities is presented in Fig. 5(c) , and it is seen in Fig. 5(d) that where the density and temperature fluctuations are coherent (below 40 kHz), the phase between them is relatively small (generally ≤ 30
• ). This result can be applied to the turbulent heat flux in Eq. (1) to estimate the relative contributions to the turbulence induced heat flux. Rewriting Eq. (1) in terms of phase angles between the fluctuating quantities gives
where φ XY is the average phase between the fluctuations in quantities X and Y , and the subscript 0 denotes an equilibrium quantity. Using φ vn = φ T v +φ T n , this can be rewritten in terms of the phase between the density and temperature fluctuations as
If the phase between the density and temperature fluctuations, φ T n , is small and the phase between the temperature and velocity fluctuations, φ T v , is far from π/2 then the fluctuation levels of Figs 4 and 5 would imply that the temperature fluctuations drive roughly one to two times as much heat flux as the density fluctuations. With the limited data from this first experiment and without knowing the phase between temperature and velocity, however, this cannot be definitively determined. A direct estimate of the fluctuation induced transport should be made with a simultaneous measurement ofṽ r . The radial velocity fluctuation has been inferred elsewhere with the heavy ion beam probe [11] , but this diagnostic is not available on TFTR. The behaviour of the fluctuations across the plasma radius was investigated in a dedicated experiment that obtained supershot radial fluctuation profiles from r/a = 0.59 to r = 1.0. Measurements deeper than this were unavailable owing to a combination of neutral beam attenuation and small fluctuation levels in the deep core. Supershots were selected Figure 6 shows the measured time evolution of the plasma. Fluctuation data were taken over the last 500 ms of beam injection, allowing the plasma to equilibrate. Repeated reproducible discharges were used to obtain radial profiles by scanning the two HF-CHERS spatial channels over the radius on a shot-to-shot basis.
ARTICLE MEASUREMENTS OF ION TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS IN TFTR
To extend the scan to radii smaller than r/a = 0.75, the supershot was degraded slightly with a small amount of helium puffing to reduce the large scale MHD fluctuations present in the core (r/a < 0.75), which could mask the microturbulence. These discharges had a lower global energy confinement time than the unperturbed supershots, 115 ms compared with 135 ms, but the shapes of their profiles did not change appreciably in the radial region of interest and the gradients, and specifically η i , were approximately unchanged. The fundamental properties indicated in Fig. 4 are seen to hold across the plasma cross-section in the radial profiles of Figs 7 to 10. Figure 7 shows the relative fluctuation levels of the carbon ion density from HF-CHERS and the plasma ion density from BES. The fluctuation amplitudes are very similar and both show the familiar trend seen with BES and other diagnostics of having large fluctuations (5-10%) at the plasma edge that decrease rapidly as one moves inward to r/a ≈ 0.9, and then decrease slowly as r/a is reduced further [10, 30] . Figure 8 shows the relative ion temperature fluc-tuation profile. The radial trend is the same as that seen in the density fluctuations. The amplitude of the temperature fluctuations at a given radius is always larger than that of the density fluctuations. This is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 9 , which plots the ratio of the temperature and density fluctuations against the plasma radius. The temperature fluctuations are a fairly constant 2 ± 0.5 times larger than the density fluctuations in relative amplitude across the entire radial measurement region. The ratio of the fluctuation levels is comparable to η i-e (the ratio of the electron density and ion temperature scale lengths) over most of the plasma radius (r/a ≤ 0.96) for these conditions. That the fluctuation ratio differs greatly from η i at r/a = 0.99 is not surprising, given that the turbulence at the outer edge is more complex and that different modes may be acting simultaneously [31] . These measurements are consistent with expectations of η i /ITG theories [16, 17] , which state that the ion temperature fluctuations will be larger than the density fluctuations when η i > η i-crit ≈ 1-2. However, a more detailed scan of η i is clearly needed to conclude whether or not the modes associated with η i /ITG theory are responsible for the observed turbulence.
The observed flat radial trends in the fluctuation ratio and η i are not inconsistent with η i scaling of the unstable modes. Alternatively, this fluctuation ratio profile is also consistent with the expected behaviour if turbulent eddies carry the density and temperature simultaneously over different gradients. In this case, the ratio of the relative fluctuation levels would be expected to be roughly of the order of η i , the ratio of their scale lengths. Further experiments with more variation in η i are needed to more stringently test theoretical expectations.
The measured toroidal velocity fluctuation profile is presented in Fig. 10 . The velocity fluctuation is normalized by the carbon thermal velocity and, unlike the density and temperature fluctuations, is small and fairly uniform across the plasma radius, being only 10 to 20% of the temperature fluctuation amplitude. This is consistent with expectations if the ion dynamics is described by a fluid response. 'Negligible' parallel ion velocity perturbations with respect to the ion thermal velocity resulted from a recent theoretical study of collisionless trapped ion modes that invoked a Boltzmann-like untrapped ion response [32] . In general, however, parallel ion velocity perturbations are largely unaddressed theoretically. Clearly, there is a need for further theoretical exploration in order to determine what parallel velocity fluctuation levels, if any, may be of consequence to transport. It has been observed in past BES measurements that two distinct types of turbulence exist in TFTR L mode and supershot plasmas: edge and core turbulence [31] . Each type is located in a separate, welldefined radial region, separated by a narrow transition layer. The fluctuations within each region are correlated, but are decorrelated across the edge-core transition layer. The modes are identifiable by their distinctive wavenumber spectra and their propagation in the electron or ion diamagnetic direction. The abrupt change in the nature of the turbulence at the transition layer suggests that different driving and/or damping mechanisms are active in each region.
As described by Durst et al. [31] , two modes exist in the edge: the fast electron mode, so named because it propagates in the electron diamagnetic direction at roughly five times the electron diamagnetic drift velocity, and the edge ion mode, which propagates in the ion diamagnetic direction at the ion diamagnetic drift velocity. These two modes have distinctive wavenumber spectra (k spectra); the fast electron mode has a peak wavenumber at around 1 cm −1 , while the edge ion mode has a peak at k = 0-0.5 cm −1 . The fast electron mode becomes a relatively more significant source of the total fluctuations as the radius decreases from the limiter to the transition radius. The turbulence then undergoes a transition in a fairly narrow radial region to become the unimodal core ion mode, which propagates in the ion diamagnetic direction and has a peak wavenumber near 1 cm −1 . The location of the transition radius is dependent upon the plasma discharge conditions, but is usually near the outer edge of the plasma.
Evidence of this phenomenon in the HF-CHERS density and temperature measurements was found by using BES to identify the modes from their distinctive k spectra. These spectra were then compared with those obtained from HF-CHERS by making use of the fact that the frequency spectra are similar in shape to the k spectra. The results of such an investigation are given in Fig. 11 , which shows the existence of the edge-core transition for carbon density fluctuations and for ion temperature fluctuations. In the figure, the fluctuation power spectra are shown for the three quantities at three similar radii (± ≤1 cm) in identical discharges. The first row contains the ion density fluctuation spectra measured with BES, the second row contains the carbon density fluctuation spectra from HF-CHERS and the third row contains the HF-CHERS temperature fluctuation spectra. It is seen that at the limiter the fluctuation spectrum is almost exclusively characteristic of the edge ion mode for all three quantities. At r/a = 0.96, the fast electron mode becomes prominent at 50 kHz and the edge ion mode becomes less significant. Deeper in the plasma (r/a = 0.90), the fluctuation spectra resemble the core ion mode. This clear transition between two different types of turbulence again demonstrates that the impurity fluctuations are very similar to those of the plasma ions. The differences in the fast electron mode seen in the BES and HF-CHERS spectra are probably due to the fact that the data were taken in different discharges (though with identical macroscopic conditions) at radii 1.2 cm apart; this represents a significant distance in the narrow transition region. It should also be noted that in this particular case, the HF-CHERS spectra are more representative than the BES spectra of the typically observed fast electron mode [31] .
It is interesting that while the rapid transition between edge and core modes suggests that different instabilities drive the turbulence in the two regions [31] , the ratio of the relative temperature and density fluctuations [(T /T )/(ñ/n)] is unchanged across the transition layer. This may suggest that the basic driving mechanism in the edge and core is the same (i.e. the ion temperature gradient as the source of free energy), but the evolution of the mode is controlled by other effects such as the electron collision rate or radiating impurities [31] .
DISCUSSION
The radial profile of fluctuation amplitudes measured with HF-CHERS has been compared with the results of a detailed toroidal kinetic eigenmode analysis that is based on the linearized gyrokinetic equation [33] [34] [35] . The mode corresponding to the largest mixing-length transport, or the maximum γ/k 2 θ (where γ is the linear growth rate at the poloidal wavenumber k θ ), was selected for the comparison with HF-CHERS measurements. Because the linear calculation relies on an unspecified fluctuation saturation level that is a common multiplicative constant in all transport and fluctuation quantities, only ratios such as (T /T )/(ñ/n) can be compared with experiment. Because of its 'completeness', this code has been used in the past to predict and study linear growth rates for reversed magnetic shear configurations and alpha particle effects on transport [36, 37] , and its quasi-linear predictions of transport have agreed reasonably well with experimental measurements of impurity transport coefficients in TFTR supershot and L mode plasmas [38] . In particular, the calculation is toroidal, fully kinetic (including trapped particle effects and collisionless dissipation), includes gyroradius and banana orbit effects, makes no frequency expansions and is interfaced with a numerical MHD equilibrium. The HF-CHERS measurements present an opportunity for a first of a kind direct comparison of measured and predicted fluctuation levels and an opportunity to investigate the significance of a class of instabilities (ITG modes), as well as the extent to which the linear approximation can be applied.
Some sources of discrepancy between the measurements and the linear and quasi-linear theory exist. These include: the single wavenumber computation of the code, simplifying approximations that set a lower limit on the k θ considered by the code and the fact that the HF-CHERS measurements are made in a non-linearly saturated turbulent medium where saturation effects and wave-wave coupling act to make the peak of the fluctuation wavenumber spectrum different from the peak of the growth rate; this has been seen experimentally with BES measurements and theoretically [30, 39, 40] . Nevertheless, comparing the measurements with this model is a valuable first step.
The time dependent density and temperature profiles of electrons, plasma ions, carbon ions and beam ions from a 1 1/2-D time dependent transport simulation of the plasma discharge (TRANSP) were smoothed and used as inputs to the linear eigenmode calculation [41] . The calculation then yielded a radial profile of the relative density and temperature fluctuation levels for ions, electrons and carbon at the poloidal wavenumber of interest. It was found that the linear calculation was unable to reproduce the observed ratio of relative temperature fluctuations to relative density fluctuations; the calculated ratio was found to be less than or equal to one across much of the radius. The measured fluctuation amplitudes are therefore somewhat at odds with the predictions of linear theory; this could be due to the approximations associated with the linear theory (by factors of two to three), or could possibly call into question whether the ITG modes truly drive turbulence, or could reflect problems with the input data, in particular with the carbon density profile. More likely, though, this serves as an indication that linear and quasi-linear theory is not adequate for describing the non-linear turbulent state, and fully non-linear simulations must be employed for comparison with experimental results.
SUMMARY
Although the range of operation was relatively limited for these first measurements of ion temperature fluctuations, some interesting features of this microturbulence have been observed. The ion temperature fluctuations were seen to have a fluctuation spectrum similar in shape to that of the density fluctuations across the plasma radius. In addition, the fluctuation spectra showed the same edge-core transition seen in the density fluctuations. The relative temperature fluctuations were found to be 2 ± 0.5 times larger than the relative density fluctuations at all measured radii, suggesting that ion drift modes dominate the drift wave turbulent spectrum. Except at the outer edge where plasma turbulence is more complex, the ratio of the relative temperature and density fluctuation amplitudes was found to be comparable to η i , which had little variation across the measured radii for the case studied here. This is consistent with the η i scaling of the ITG instability, which is expected by some theories, but is also consistent with the effects of convective eddies on the fluctuations. More experimental variation is needed for a rigorous test and confirmation of theory.
The shapes of the density and temperature fluctuation spectra are the same across the edge-core transition. In addition, the ratio (T /T )/(ñ/n) is relatively constant across the transition layer, despite the fact that different turbulent modes are present in each region: two counter-propagating modes exist in the edge while a single mode exists in the core, and each of the three modes has a unique wavenumber spectrum. This may indicate that the free-energy source underlying the turbulence is the ion temperature gradient in both the edge and the core, thus making the temperature fluctuations larger than the density fluctuations in both regions, while the evolution of the turbulence in each region may be controlled by parameters other than the free-energy source, such as collisionality, which determine the modes that emerge.
The temperature and density fluctuations at the same point in the plasma were found to be coherent and nearly in phase. This implies that the temperature fluctuations can drive at least as much local electrostatic turbulent transport as the density fluctuations depending on the phase between the velocity and the temperature, and could possibly be more significant in local electrostatic turbulent transport.
Parallel carbon velocity fluctuations measured with HF-CHERS were seen to be five to ten times smaller than the temperature fluctuations, barely above the noise and almost constant across the radius. This 'negligible' fluctuation amplitude with respect to the thermal velocity is nominally in agreement with theories that call for a slow mode evolution and a fluid ion response. However, this quantity has not come under significant theoretical study, and there is a need for further theoretical exploration in order to determine what fluctuation levels may be of consequence to transport.
Further measurements of ion thermal turbulence across a wide range of plasma conditions and tokamak operation regimes are clearly desirable to clarify the role of ion temperature fluctuations in local anomalous thermal losses, and provide more rigorous tests of turbulence theory.
